Family kitchen extension

BEFORE

EXISTING REAR

NEW KITCHEN

Left The house had
plenty of potential
to extend into the
back garden to
maximise space
for the Dohertys’
growing family

Right Enjoying time
in the new space
with her sons, Annie
wanted to blend the
modern with the
traditional. Classic
Shaker cabinetry
from the Newcastle
Furniture Company
is painted in
contrasting shades
of Wevet and
Railings by Farrow
& Ball, paired with
contemporary
pewter hardware,
and blue terracotta
tiles laid in
herringbone style.
For similar, try the
Chartwell Blue
design at Topps
Tiles. A Bianco
Eclipsia worktop,
from Gloucestershire
Granite & Marble,
is a durable option

REAR ASPECT

Left The property
now boasts a
striking extension,
with the floors
levelled and original
steps into the
garden removed
to make a seamless
connection to the
outside space. Doors
and window frames
in powder-coated
anthracite grey,
from Fineline
Aluminium, add a
contemporary touch
that co-ordinates
well with the
interior palette

‘We can’t wait to
host Christmas in
our new kitchen’
With its stunning copper-roofed extension, Annie
and Oli Doherty’s kitchen-diner is a mix of modern
and traditional style, and the perfect family space
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FACT FILE
THE OWNERS
Annie Doherty (right), a headhunter,
and her husband Oli, a barrister,
live here with their children, Henry,
four, William, three (both pictured)
and Emmie, nine months

THE PROPERTY
A late-Victorian, fivebedroom detached house

THE LOCATION
South-west London

WHAT THEY SPENT
The couple’s kitchen extension
project cost £47,000
u

Family kitchen extension

BEFORE

EXISTING ROOM

Left The Dohertys’
original galley-style
kitchen was small,
dark and cramped

FEATURE ROOF

Left A dramatic
rooflight, which
compromises of a
single piece of glass,
floods the new
space with natural
light. The couple
were delighted with
architect Richard
Bridges’ design,
which features a
plinth around the
perimeter of the
lantern to conceal
an LED light source

FAMILY SPACE

Above The new
extension, with
large sliding doors
opening out to the
garden, is now the
heart of the home.
The kitchen, planned
with family needs in
mind, is served by a
generous range
cooker by Lacanche,
a traditional Lefroy
Brooks butler’s sink
and an Americanstyle fridge-freezer

W

hen we moved into
the house there was
a tiny galley kitchen:
you could literally
stand in the middle
with your arms outstretched and touch
the walls,’ recalls Annie. ‘One of our good
friends came round shortly after we’d
moved and couldn’t understand why we
had swapped our previous home for this!’
With plastic units, peeling dated
wallpaper, red scullery-style floor tiles,
and the washing machine’s waste pipe
flowing directly into an old Belfast sink,
the kitchen in Annie and Oli’s London

home was far from welcoming, ‘but we fell
in love with the house as a whole,’ says Annie,
‘with its light, airy feel and period features.’
One year on, and in the run-up to
Christmas, visitors are met by the most
festive of scenes: garlands of fairy lights
decorate door frames, candles flicker,
and a Christmas tree – decked with
shimmering baubles – takes pride of
place in the newly renovated space.
The couple – who bought the property
in order to give their growing family
more room – soon set to work planning
an extension that would give them the
modern family kitchen they craved. ‘We

had the two boys at the time and were
expecting another child,’ explains Oli.
‘We wanted to create a space in which
we could cook, eat and relax together,
as well as keep an eye on the children
as they played in the garden.’
Having seen examples of work he had
done for friends, the couple commissioned
Richard Bridges, of Alexander Owen
Architecture, to extend outwards into the
garden and incorporate the old kitchen
and breakfast room. His final design also
included a stunning copper roof.
‘We debated the cost of installing the
copper roof, but we had got Richard on
u
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Family kitchen extension

BEFORE

BREAKFAST ROOM
Left The previous
dining area was cosy
but small and lacked
style. The couple
wanted to open up
the space to create
a family-friendly
design, linking to
the kitchen and
living area

FOCAL POINT

Left With an
elegant Portland
stone fire surround
decorated for
Christmas, a
contemporary inset
balanced flue gas fire
from Acquisitions
negates the need
for a conventional
flue. The family
Christmas tree,
from Balsam Hill,
is dressed with
decorations from
Rockett St George
and Gisela Graham

Above Bold
lanterns, imported
from the United
States by interior
designer Lisette
Voûte, make a
striking focal point.
The made-tomeasure dining
table complements
the baked oak
engineered boards
from The Natural
Wood Flooring
Company and
adds warmth
and character

board to give us exactly this kind of flair,
so we decided to press ahead,’ says Oli.
With the planning process more
protracted than anticipated and the
impending arrival of their third child,
Oli asked the builders to start on the
groundworks before permission had been
granted. ‘When the architect heard, he was
furious – and rightly so. In the end, we took
the more sensible course of action and
waited for the council’s approval before
digging foundations in September 2014.’
The shell of the extension was completed
fairly swiftly: brick and block walls were
constructed, steel beams installed to bridge
the weight across large expanses of glass,

and the sliding doors fitted. A rooflight –
designed to flood the interior with natural
light – was incorporated into the flat roof,
which was then clad with copper.
The couple were also able to level the
kitchen floor, which previously sloped
from front to back, before plastering and
painting. ‘The whole house is now on a
single level,’ says Annie. ‘There used to be
steps down to the garden, but we now
have a seamless connection to the outside.’
The couple project-managed the
extension themselves, with Oli taking the
reins at first, and Annie taking over when
she started maternity leave. Contracting
builders, joiners and glaziers independently

meant that they were able to keep costs
down, further helped by their decision to
live on site for the duration of the build.
‘Project management is very stressful,’
admits Annie. ‘One of the challenges is
that when you’re undertaking such a
project for the first time, you feel the need
to micro-manage every decision. Next
time around, I’d give greater power to our
architect and interior designer, Lisette
Voûte, who was a shining light – we found
her through sheer chance online.’
With the shell complete, Lisette then
worked alongside the couple to design a
kitchen that would perfectly suit a modern
extension to a period property. Wooden
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DINING SPACE

THE PLANS

BATHROOM

Right Annie and
Oli were able to
complete the
additional spaces –
a utility room and
WC – while the
builders were on
site. The grass cloth
wallcovering
is by Kravet, with
the basin, taps and
towel rail from
Lefroy Brooks

GROUND FLOOR BEFORE

Home
office

Reception

Shower
room

Kitchen

Dining
room

UTILITY ROOM

Utility

Storage

Below Designer
Lisette commissioned
a local carpenter to
build the cabinets,
and had a French
polisher stain an
Ikea oak worktop to
match the kitchen
flooring. Tongueand-groove panelling
and a sink by Duravit,
with an antique brass
tap from B&Q, add
character. The walls
are painted in Light
Blue by Farrow & Ball

flooring was chosen instead of tiles for
a softer, more traditional look, and
simple Shaker-style cabinetry – painted
in contrasting shades by Farrow & Ball –
was paired with polished nickel handles
and granite worktops. ‘We originally
considered Carrara marble, but with three
young children it wasn’t a sensible option,’
says Annie. Simple glass pendants light
the island, designed to create a sociable
space in which to cook, and the cabinet
interiors have been painted to match it.
‘Lisette understood our taste straight
away and liaised effectively with builders,
pushing them along on deadlines,’ says

Breakfast
room

Reception

GROUND FLOOR AFTER

Music
room

Annie. ‘She has world-class contacts and
saved us money by importing tiles and
light fittings from the United States.’
There were further practical choices
– the big range cooker, American-style
fridge-freezer and a generous larder –
as well as stylish touches. Brick-shaped
terracotta tiles, flecked with delicate grey,
were laid in striking herringbone style, and
statement lanterns hang above the dining
table. Architect Richard also designed a
concealed LED lighting system for the
rooflight. ‘People are always intrigued by
where the light is coming from,’ says Oli.
Like many projects, there were challenges
along the way. The brick walls of the
extension were originally built higher than
specified on the plans and there were three
major floods, one on the very evening the
wood flooring in the kitchen had been
installed. ‘It was a stressful time, but the
fact we were living on site meant that, on
each occasion, we were able to address the
problem more swiftly,’ says Annie.
Although it may have taken longer than
they expected, the couple have created a
space to entertain friends, spend time as
a family or to relax with a book in front
of the fire, and are thrilled to be spending
their first Christmas in their new home.
‘It’s the first time we’ve hosted, and it will
be a very traditional affair,’ says Oli. ‘The
children opening their stockings at dawn,
and the turkey roasting in the new oven.
We’ll then go to our local church before
returning for our feast and the customary
presents around the tree. Blissful.’
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Reception
Clks
Utility

Playroom/
snug

Dining
area

WC

Kitchen
Living
area

A ground-floor rear extension, with a
roof clad in copper, has been built to
create an open-plan kitchen, dining and
living area. The original kitchen space
now houses a cloakroom, utility and WC

THE COSTS
Cabinetry
Appliances
Flooring
Worktop
Lighting

£25,000
£11,000
£6,000
£4,000
£1,000

TOTAL £47,000

THE CONTACTS
Architect Alexander Owen
Architecture, 020 8693 5075,
aoarchitecture.co.uk
Interior Design Lisette Voûte
Designs, 020 7228 5824,
Lisettevoute.com
Roof Peters Roofing, 020 8655
3598, petersroofing.co.uk
Kitchen cabinetry Newcastle
Furniture Company

FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151

